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Binary Addition 

Adding binary numbers is a very simple task, and very similar to the longhand addition of decimal 

numbers. As with decimal numbers, you start by adding the bit s one column, or pl ace weight , at a 

time, from right t o left .  

0 + 0 = 0 

1 + 0 = 1 

0 + 1 = 1 

1 + 1 = 10 

1 + 1 + 1 = 11 

Similar to decimal addition, when in one column is a two digit number the least significant figure is 

written as part of the total sum and the most significant digit is carried forward. For example 

 
Negative Binary numbers 

Usually we represent a negative decimal number by placing a minus sign directly to the left of the 

most Significant digit. However, this is not possible in binary system and so a digit is generally 

reserved to represent the sign. 

Below is an example of constructing signed number in binary 

 
This method of representing negative number is called signed magnitude system. This method is 

very simple but it cannot be used in any practical circuits because there is no easy logical way to do 

mathematical operation in this system. 

There is another method for representing negative numbers, called complementation. With this 

strategy, we assign the leftmost bit to represent the sign and also to possess a negative place-weight 

value. For example negative five will be represented by 

 
This representation of negative numbers can be easily achieved by performing a 2’s complement 

(Discussed in next section) on the positive numbers. But you have to be careful in converting positive 
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to negative because you have to first determine the total length of the string needed to represent 

the numbers in the full system. 

I f our bi nary numeration field were such that the eighth bit was designated as t he negative- weight 

bi t ( 100000002), we’d have t o determine t he two’s complement based on all seven of the other 

bit s. Here, the two’s complement of five (00001012) would be 11110112. A positive five in this 

system would be represented as 000001012, and a negative five as 111110112. 

Complements of numbers 

Complements are used in digital computers to simplify the subtraction operation and for logical 

manipulation. There are two types of complements for each base‐r system: the radix complement 

and the diminished radix complement. The first is referred to as the r’s complement and the second 

as the    (r - 1)’s    complement. When the value of the base r is substituted in the name, the two 

types are referred to as the 2’s complement and 1’s complement for binary numbers and the 10’s 

complement and 9’s complement for decimal numbers. 

(r-1)’s Complement  
9’s Complement 

9’s complement of a decimal number is obtained by subtracting each digit from 9. Here are some 

numerical examples:  

 The 9’s complement of 546700 is 999999 - 546700 = 453299. 

 The 9’s complement of 012398 is 999999 - 012398 = 987601.    

1’s complement  

1’s complement of a binary number is obtained by subtracting each digit from 1. However, when 

subtracting binary digits from 1, we can have either    1 - 0 = 1      o r      1 - 1 = 0,    which causes the 

bit to change from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0, respectively. Therefore, the 1’s complement of a binary 

number is formed by changing 1’s to 0’s and 0’s to 1’s.  The following are some numerical examples:  

 The 1’s  complement  of  1011000  is  0100111.        

 The 1’s complement of 0101101 is 1010010.   

 The     (r - 1)>s    complement of octal or hexadecimal numbers is obtained by subtracting each digit 

from 7 or F (decimal 15), respectively. 

r’s Complement  
The r’s complement is obtained by adding 1 to the    (r - 1)’s     complement 

10’s Complement 

10’s complement can be formed also by leaving all least significant 0’s unchanged, subtracting the 

first nonzero least significant digit from 10, and subtracting all higher significant digits from 9. Thus, 

 the 10’s complement of 012398 is 987602   

 the 10’s complement of 246700 is 753300   

2’s complement 

The 2’s complement of binary 101100 is    010011 + 1 = 010100 and is obtained by adding 1 to the 

1’s‐complement value. 

Another way of finding 2’s complement of a binary number is by leaving all least significant 0’s and 

the first 1 unchanged and replacing 1’s with 0’s and 0’s with 1’s in all other higher sig-nificant digits. 

For example, 

 the 2’s complement of 1101100 is 0010100   

 the 2’s complement of 0110111 is 1001001   
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Binary Subtraction  

Subtracting a 5 from 8 and adding -5 to 8 is exactly same. That means subtraction of a number from 

another number can be easily achieved by adding negative of the subtrahend to the minuend.  The 

full procedure can be stated as 

 Take the 2’s complement of the subtrahend (including the sign bit) and add it to the minuend 

(including the sign bit). A carry out of the sign‐bit position is discarded.   

This can be easily done because 

 
Example 

 

 

Answer = 00102 

Parity bits 

A parity bit, an error detection measure, is an extra bit that is attached to a code group that is being 

transferred from one location to another. The parity bit is made either 1 or 0 depending on the 

number of 1’s.  Two different methods are used.  

In even-parity method, the value of the parity bit is chosen so that the total number of 1’s in the 

code group (including the parity bit) is even number. So if there is even number of 1’s in the original 

code the parity bit is 0 and for odd number of bits the parity bit is 1. 

In odd-parity method, the value of the parity bit is chosen so that the total number of 1’s in the code 

group (including the parity bit) is odd number. So if there is even number of 1’s in the original code 

the parity bit is 1 and for odd number of bits the parity bit is 0. 

Example  

Overflow 

Overflow occurs when the answer of an addition or subtraction exceeds the magnitude which can be 

represented with the allotted number of bits. In digital computation system there is overflow 

detection circuit implemented. 

1. Subtract  

a. 4,637 - 2,579       b.    125 - 1,800       c.   2,043 - 4,361    d.    1,631 -  745 

2. The following decimal numbers are shown in sign‐magnitude form:  +9,286 and  +801.  

Convert them to signed-10’s‐complement form and perform the following operations (note 

that the sum is +10,627 and requires five digits and a sign).  

    (a)    (+9,286) + (+801)      (b)    (+9,286) + (-801)    
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Binary Codes 
When numbers, letter or words are represented by a special group of symbols, we say that they are 

being encoded, and the groups of symbols are called a code. En example of coding is the Morse 

code, where a series of dots and dashes represents letters of alphabet. 

There are many ways any decimal number can be represented in binary. When a decimal number is 

represented by its equivalent binary number, we call it Straight binary coding. But there can also be 

other ways of coding decimal numbers. Following are some of the common ways of coding decimal 

numbers. 

Binary-Coded Decimal Code (BCD) 

In binary coded decimal each digit of a decimal number is represented by its binary equivalent. For 

example decimal number 874 can be represented as  

  
As another example, decimal number 943 can be represented as 

  
Binary codes for decimal digits require a minimum of four bits per digit. Many different codes can be 

formulated by arranging four bits into 10 distinct combinations. BCD and three other representative 

codes are shown in Table   below   . Each code uses only 10 out of possible 16 bit combinations that 

can be arranged with four bits. The other six unused combinations have no meaning and should be 

avoided.   

BCD and the 2421 code are examples of weighted codes. In a weighted code, each bit position is 

assigned a weighting factor in such a way that each digit can be evaluated by adding the weights of 

all the 1’s in the coded combination. The BCD code has weights of 8, 4, 2, and 1, which correspond to 

the power‐of‐two values of each bit. The bit assignment 0110, for example, is interpreted by the 

weights to represent decimal 6 because  

01108421=8 * 0 + 4 * 1 + 2 * 1 + 1 * 0 = 6 
The bit combination 1101, when weighted by the respective digits 2421, gives the decimal 

equivalent of     

11012421=2 * 1 + 4 * 1 + 2 * 0 + 1 * 1 = 7 
Note that some digits can be coded in two possible ways in the 2421 code. For instance, decimal 4 

can be assigned to bit combination 0100 or 1010, since both combinations add up to a total weight 

of 4. 

Excess‐3 is an unweighted code in which each coded combination is obtained from the 

corresponding binary value plus 3. 

The 8, 4,    - 2, - 1    code is an example of assigning both positive and negative weights to a decimal 

code. In this case, the bit combination 0110 is interpreted as decimal 2 and is calculated from     

011084-2-1=8 * 0 + 4 * 1 + ( - 2) * 1 + ( - 1) * 0 = 2  
The 2421 and the excess‐3 codes are examples of self‐complementing codes. Such codes have the 

property that the 9’s complement of a decimal number is obtained directly by changing 1’s to 0’s 

and 0’s to 1’s (i.e., by complementing each bit in the pat-tern). For example, decimal 395 is 

represented in the excess‐3 code as 0110 1100 1000. The 9’s complement of 604 is represented as 

1001 0011 0111, which is obtained simply by complementing each bit of the code (as with the 1’s 
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complement of binary numbers).  The excess‐3 code has been used in some older computers 

because of its self complementing property. 

 
Table 1 Four Different Binary Codes for the Decimal Digits

1
 

 
Gray codes 

The output data of many physical systems are quantities that are continuous. These data must be 

converted into digital form before they are applied to a digital system. Continuous or analog 

information is converted into digital form by means of an analog‐to‐digital converter. It is sometimes 

convenient to use the Gray code shown in Table below to represent digital data that have been 

converted from analog data. The advantage of the Gray code over the straight binary number 

sequence is that only one bit in the code group changes in going from one number to the next. For 

example, in going from 7 to 8, the Gray code changes from 0100 to 1100. Only the first bit changes, 

from 0 to 1; the other three bits remain the same. By contrast, with binary numbers the change from 

7 to 8 will be from 0111 to 1000, which causes all four bits to change values.   
Table 2 Gray codes 

 
                                                           
1
 Mano Chapter 2 
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Bit Grouping 

Different group of bits are sometimes used in digital system and hence have many names 

given to different group length. Here are some of the common group lengths. 

 Bit: A single, bivalent unit of binary notation 

 Crumb, Tydbit, or Tayste : 2 bits 

 Nibble, or nibble: 4 bits 

 Nickle: 5 bits 

 Byte: 8 bits 

 Deckle: 10 bits  

 Playte: 16 bits 

 Dynner: 32 bits 

 Word: System dependent  

Worked Examples of bit grouping questions2 

 
1. Tocci Chapter 2 examples, 2.6 - 2.12 

2. Represent decimal number 8633 in (a) BCD (b) excess 3 (c) 2,4,2,1 (d) binary 

3. Represent decimal number 2573 in (a) 3,3,2,1 (b) 4,4,3,-2 (c) 8,4,-2,-1 weighted codes 

4. Explain Why Gray codes are used over other binary codes. 

5. Write down the number when the following numbers in incremented and decremented. 

a. 2238      b.   344A23B16 

6. Convert the following decimal numbers to BCD code and then attach an odd-parity bit.

 

                                                           
2
 Tocci Chapter 2 
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Logic Gates 

 
Figure 1 Gates summary

3
 

                                                           
3
 Mano Chapter 2 
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Positive and negative logic gates 

Choosing the high‐level H to represent logic 1 defines a positive logic system. Choosing the low‐level 

L to represent logic 1 defines a negative logic system. 

 
Figure 2 Positive and negative logic 

 

 

 
Figure 3 Example of positive logic and negative logic 

 

Transistor logic families 

There are many logic families available in market. Below is a list of some of the most popular logic 

families. 

 DRL Diode Resistor Logic 

 TTL   transistor–transistor  logic;  

 ECL   emitter‐coupled  logic;  

 MOS   metal‐oxide  semiconductor;  

 CMOS   complementary  metal‐oxide  semiconductor. 
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Realization of logic gates using Diode Resistor Logic 4 

 OR Gate 

 
 AND Gate 

 
  

1. Draw the schematic and write the truth table for ii. 3 and iii. four input 

a. And gate 

b. OR Gate 

c. NAND Gate 

d. NOR Gate  

e. XOR Gate  

f. XNOR Gate  

2. What is the difference between positive and negative logic gates? 

 

Reading Materials 
1. Digital Design by M. Morris Mano and Michael D. Ciletti, 5th Edition 

a. Chapter 1 

b. Chapter 2 (Section 2.8) 

2. Digital Logic and Computer Design by M. Morris Mano 

3. Digital Systems : Principles and Applications by Ronald J. Tocci, Neal S. Widmer, Gregory 

L. Moss, 10th Edition. 

a. Chapter 2 

b. Chapter 3 (Section 3.1-3.5) 

4. Logic and Computer Design Fundamentals by M. Morris Mano and Charles Kime, 4th 

Edition 

                                                           
4
 Boylestad chapter 2.5 


